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On the Computation of Some Grunsky Coefficients
Relevant to the Bieberbach Conjecture

By George G. Ross

Abstract.   The Bieberbach coefficients as, ai0, a¡2 are parametrized in terms of the Grunsky

coefficients. A digital computer is used to carry out the necessary integer calculations.

Introduction. The Bieberbach conjecture asserts that the nth coefficient of any

univalent   function

f(z) = z + a2z2 + a3z3 +  • • ■  + anzn +  • • •  ,

defined in the unit circle, satisfies the inequality |a„| ^ n, with equality holding only

for the Koebe function

K(z) = z/(\ - z)2 = z + 2z2 + 2z3 + ■■■

and its one-parameter family of rotations e~<eK(e'ez). The earliest results in this

direction were Koebe's one-quarter theorem [6] and Bieberbach's proof of the sharp

estimate |a2| á 2 [1]. Later Loewner [7] established the deeper inequality |a3| ^ 3

which has also been obtained by Schiffer, Schaeffer, and Spencer [9], [10], [11], [12]

using variational methods. Garabedian and Schiffer [3] showed |a4| ^ 4 in 1960 and

Pederson obtained the result |a6| ^ 6 in 1968 [8].

Of central importance in this theory, at least for the even coefficients, is the

following theory of Grunsky [4]:

A necessary and sufficient condition for

f(z) = z + a2z   + a3z3 + •••

to be univalent in the unit circle is that the sharp inequalities

Re S  £ c„m\„\m\ zi  ¿ |X„|2

hold for all choices of the complex parameters X„ where the cnm are the coefficients in

the double power series

, f/(Z)   ~   KW)   I -^ Cnm n     m
log     -     =     ¿_,   7-?72 z W   .

I_   z — w    J       nfr-a (nm)

The above series converges in the bicylinder |z| g 1, |w| z% 1 if and only if f(z) is uni-

valent.

The function (f(z2))1/2 is easily seen to be univalent if and only if f(z) is, and so we
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may generate coefficients C„m as polynomials in the a; from the expansion

. f(/(z2))'/2    -    (/(W2))1/21 V       _        n     n,
log   -   =   ¿^ c«-z w

L z  —   W J n"o

and then impose the Grunsky inequalities on the Cnm in order to get estimates on the

Bieberbach coefficients a,. A truncated set of these inequalities involving the C„m has

been found sufficient to resolve the conjecture for n = 2, 4, 6 and also to provide

local confirmation for all even coefficients (Garabedian, Ross, Schiffer [2]). In that

paper, it was shown that, for all univalent functions sufficiently "near" the Koebe

function K(z), the 2nth coefficient is not greater than 2«. Examination of the above

work on the even coefficients suggests that the truncated set of Grunsky inequalities

Re \ ¿ (2p - \)U2(2q - l)1/2C2p_1.2o_1X2j)_1X2a-i} ú  ¿ IX^-il"

contains enough information to resolve the Bieberbach conjecture for a2k.

In this paper, we report on results obtained by introducing a computer to develop

the relevant parametrizations of as, a10, a12 in terms of the C2t,-i ,2<l-i. These are the

extensions of the formulas which, under the restrictions of the Grunsky inequalities,

resolve the conjecture in the affirmative for a2, a4, a6. It is believed that the imposition

of the Grunsky conditions on the new expressions will settle the conjecture affirma-

tively for a8, do, fli2- We already have mentioned that these parametrizations suffice

to yield the result locally in a neighborhood of the Koebe function K(z).

This work is a first step in a larger plan to develop algorithmic techniques which

will help to resolve the Bieberbach conjecture through the use of a computer. The

need for such techniques is evident when one notes the formidable amount of hand

calculation involved in the highly nonlinear global proofs of o4 [3] and a6 [8]. It seems

likely that future global results will rest on computer techniques and algorithms.

These will simultaneously provide a check on the laborious hand calculations men-

tioned above which are too seldom checked by hand.

In Section II, we describe how the coefficients C2l)_i,2a_i are generated as poly-

nomials in the coefficients a¡ of the univalent f(z).

In Section III, we develop the polynomial parametrizations of as, ai0, ai2 and

also certain identities which exist between the elements C2j>_i ,2l_i of the parametriza-

tion.

Finally, in Section IV, we consider the relevant expressions for the Bieberbach

coefficient as and suggest how the maximum principle for several complex variables

can be used to reduce the number of parameters involved. The role of the identities

in the reduction is also discussed. The general technique for arriving at a parametri-

zation which works globally for a2m is illustrated.

Note. The appendices referred to in the text appear in the microfiche section at the

end of this issue of Mathematics of Computation.

II. This section describes the development of the Grunsky coefficients Cit

(i, j odd) in the double power series

iog r^2»i/2 - (/(-2»i/2i = ¿ c,zV.
L z —   W J Ciio

The C, ,• are polynomials in the an coefficients of the univalent function
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/(z) = z + a2z2 + a3z3 + • • • .

To carry out the development we write

111   2\\l/2 I,       I 2      i 4      i i 2(n-l)       i vl/2
(/(z ))      = z(l + ß2z   + a3z   + • • • + a„z + • • •)

and apply the multinomial theorem to the term

x(z) = a2z2 + a3z4 + • • •

in the expansion

(1 + x(z))l/2 = 1 + \x(z) - \x2(z) + • • • .

This yields the series expansion for (/(z2))1/2 in the variable z. If we subtract the

series for (/(w2))1/2 from the series for (f(z2))1/2 and divide by the factor z — w, we have

(/(Z2))1/2   -   (/(»V2))"2 ,,1,2, ,2,
- = 1 + \a2(z   + zw + w )

z — w

+ (a3 — |fl2)(z4 + zw + z2w2 + zw3 + u>4) + • • •

+ Pn(ai)(z2n + z2-1* + • • • + w2") + • • • ,

where the Pn are the polynomials in the o, determined by the square root expansion

and the multinomial theorem. The final formula for the C, ,• is attained by identifying

the expansion above with 1 + Y(z, w) and again applying the multinomial theorem to

the quantity Y in the series

i    n _l  vi      w       vi      \      P2(z, w)       Y3(z, w)
log[l +  Y(z, w)] =   Y(z, w)-+-y— + • • • .

The final expression is

Cu =   2-j Cu(ai, a2, ■ ■ ■ , ai)a^a3' ■ ■ ■ a"li

over all nonnegative a¡ such that

ai + 2a2 + • ■ ■ + lai = I = i + j,

where

Cu(ai, a2, ■ ■ ■  , ai)

u/2, (_nu-* + '> f i/2-k+ A-S

H-o1^ 2(i/2 - k+ A - S)
(Si, s2, • ■ • , s¡, ai — s¡ ,'•• ,a¡ — s¡)

and the inner summation is performed over all s„ such that

0 ú sn Ú a»    and   Si + 2s2 + • • • + lst = k.

In the above,

A = «i + a2 + • • • + at,        S = Si + s2 + • • • + s¡

and [ ] denotes integer part.

These formulas agree with a more general set of formulas for Grunsky coefficients

worked out by Hummel [5].
A Fortran program was written to implement the above expressions on an IBM

360/50 computer. All calculations were done in fixed-point arithmetic to insure
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precise results. The basic arithmetic operations involved are the addition and multi-

plication of ratios of integers. Denominators other than one are generated by the

factorial coefficients appearing in the expansions of (1 + x)U2 and log(l + Y). The

program quickly produced overflow in the IBM 32-bit fixed-point calculation, and

a special routine performing Euclid's algorithm was included to reduce a/b + c/d to

lowest terms. Finally, the program was run on the CDC 6600 where 48-bit fixed-point

arithmetic is simulated. On this machine, the program successfully calculated all

d j (i, j odd), i, j :£ 11. These results appear in Appendix A.

The results can be extended for higher i, j, either by using the present program on

a machine with larger word size or by modifying it so that the arithmetic operations

are carried out by a multi-precision subroutine.

III. In this section, we convert the expression obtained in the last section into

formulas for the an as polynomials in the C2i,_1,2o_i. We have a double array of

coefficients C2j>_i,2<1-i which depend on the single sequence of variables a2, a3, • ■ ■ , an

with n :£ p + q. Thus, identities arise between the elements C2p_1 i2t_i. The first such

identity occurs between the elements C„. C13, C,5, C33:

Cu =      3C11 + 3C33 + CuC13.

Appendix A shows clearly the existence of other identities. In fact, the k(k -f- l)/2

elements of the symmetric matrix C2„-i ,»t_i (p, q t% k) depend on the 2k — 1 coeffi-

cients a2, a3, ■ ■ ■ , ak, ■ • ■ , a2k. Hence, there are

identities between these C2v-i,2„-i.

The formula manipulation involved in generating the a2k as polynomials in the

C21.-1.2a-1 and in generating the attendant identities was carried out by means of an

assembly language program written for the IBM 360/50. The program first sets

a2 = 2Cn and then proceeds recursively for p + q 2: 3 through expressions for the

C2v-i ,2ll-i given in Appendix A. If p = q, the expression for a2p is computed by

replacing all a„ with n < 2p by previously computed polynomials in the C2j>_1,2(1_1. If

p = q — 1, the expression for a2v-i is computed in the same way. If p = q — 2, an

identity is generated by replacing all an in the expression by previously computed

polynomials in the C2p_i ,3(1_i. The validity of the algorithm is established by observing:

(1) C2v-i ,2p-i is linear in a2p,

(2) C2l>-3,2l,-i is linear in a2r-u

(3) C2p-i,2a-i depends only on a2, a3, ■ ■ ■ , a2a_2 if p t% q — 2.

Throughout the calculation, numerical coefficients were carried as the ratio of

fixed-point integers to avoid loss of precision. Overflow problems on the IBM 360/50

demanded the same delicacy of arithmetic manipulation discussed in the previous

section. Results of the computation appear in Appendix B.

The author acknowledges the major contribution of Mr. Aaron W. Weg in his

assistance in the preparation and debugging of this program.

IV. The polynomial expressions for a2„, given in Appendix B, must be subjected

to the Grunsky conditions
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Re \  ¿ (2p - \)l/2(2q - l),/2C2p_1,2a_1X2l,-iX2í_1[ ^ ¿ \\2r-i\2.
(V.Q-1 J P-1

A result of Schur's [13] enables us to rewrite the above conditions in matrix notation as

C =   UD UT,

where C is an nth order square symmetric matrix with elements

(2p - l)1/2(2q - l)U2C2p-i.2Q-i        (p,q g n),

U is a unitary nth order matrix, and D is a diagonal matrix whose entries have absolute

value less than or equal to one. In previous work [2], the maximum principle for

several complex variables was invoked to show that for the maximum modulus of

a2n, the diagonal elements of D actually assume the value one. Thus, C becomes

simultaneously unitary and symmetric. Maximization over all such unitary matrices

has yielded the Bieberbach conjecture for ai and a6.

An application of the new formulas generated is made to the study of the eighth

Bieberbach coefficient. The parametrization for a8 from Appendix B is

as = - C77 + ^^ C33C35 + j^ Ci3C55 + — C\3C33 + ^ CUC„

34 r  f.2    ,   _64_ J6_ 3        18    29   CllC33 + 3V5 CuCl3C35 + 3V3    "   " +  5   Cl

,    /, CiiCi3C33 t .       '-li'-ss 1      «    <-n*-i3 ~l+  ,    /■, CiiCi3C33 "T  -    /, c CnC35 -\ C11C13 -\- C11C3;

+ 15V3    n   13       315        Cl1-

Because the ten elements C2p_1,2o_1, p, q ^ 4, depend only on the seven coefficients

d, a3, a4, a5, afi, a7, a8, there are three identities which hold between these elements.

They are (from Appendix B)

,j ...        , C-15       1      C33      i      CllCl3 Cll „
Identity 1: -^ + y + -^ - — = 0,

T, - Cn    .      C35     1    L-13    1    Ci 1C33 Cu „
Identity 2: -— + ^ + — + -y- - — = 0,

TJ » c;37        C55  ,   c-i3C-33      C-nCi3  1   2CnC13      Cn      „
Identity 3:        -^ + — + -^ - -5- + -j^- - -y- = 0.

If we assume the C2„_i ,2<,_i are independent complex variables subject only to the

Grunsky inequalities in the formula for as, we can apply the maximum principle for

several complex variables to obtain a significant reduction in the twenty parameters

required to represent the complex symmetric matrix

(C2p-i, C2q-i),        p,q ^ 4.

We have mentioned above that the greatest modulus of a2 k must be assumed when the

above matrix satisfies unitary constraints and so requires only ten parameters to

represent it. But our assumption of independent variation of the C2p_i ,2a_i precludes

the possibility of imposing the above identities on the elements of the unitary matrix
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Cil L-13 Cl5 Ci7

Ci3 C33 C35 C37

C15 C35 C55 C57

-C17 C37 C57 C77,

To compensate for this situation, we exploit the flexibility in choice of the formula for

a g which the identities provide. We add multiples of the three identities to a 8 in the

form of Lagrange constraints. We form

a» + (X1C11 + X2CuCi3 + X3C11C15 + X4C11C33 + X5C17 + \C35) Id 1

+ (X7C3i + X8CnCi3 + X9C33 + XioC,5) Id 2 + (\11Ct1 + X12Ci3) Id 3

+ X13C„(Id l)2,

where

Id 1 is the left-hand side of Identity 1,

Id 2 is the left-hand side of Identity 2,

Id 3 is the left-hand side of Identity 3.

In our selection of parameters, we have preserved the homogeneity of a 8 in the sense

that, if C„m is replaced by C„mei9Ve"', then a factor eliie is brought out of the new

expression for as. This homogeneity has the desirable feature that the rotation above

not only leaves invariant the class of matrices C2l,-i,2a-i obeying Grunsky's inequali-

ties, but also leaves the value of |a8| fixed.

We now seek to choose the parameters X, so that, when the unitary symmetric

matrix is represented in the form C2l,_i,2a_i = e'A (p, q ^ 4, A a real symmetric

4X4 matrix), the resulting expression for Re{a8} will have a local maximum with

respect to the 10 elements of A at A = 0. The situation ^4 = 0 corresponds to

{C2j,-i >2a_i} equal to the identity matrix and to F(z) equal to the Koebe function K(z).

Clearly, if our formula for as is to yield the Bieberbach conjecture, it must have a local

maximum at the Koebe point. Experience has indicated that those formulas which

confirm the conjecture locally at K(z) can be extended to global confirmation of the

conjecture (cf. (2)).

To carry out this choice of X,-, we write out the exponential expansion up to

quadratic terms in the elements of A — (a,,):

eiA = 1+ i A - HA2).

We then have:

Cn = 1 + »an — |(au + ai2 + a13 + an),

Ci3 = 0 + iai2 — |(ßiiuf12 + a[2a22 + ai3a23 + aua24),

C15 = 0 + íai3 — I(auûi3 + ai2a23 -f- ai3a33 + öi4a34),

C17   =   0   +   iOn   —   ^(anün   +   «12Ö24   +   «13«34   +   «14«44).

C33 = 1 + ¡«22 — h(ai2 + a22 + a23 + a24),

C35 = 0 + iö23 — |(ai2fli3 + a22a23 + a23a33 + a24a34).
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C37 = 0 + ia24 — Kai2«i4 + a22a2i -f- ^23^34 + «24^44).

C55 = 1 + Í033 — K«i3 + a23 + a2i + 034),

C57   =    0   +   ÍO34   —   2(«13«14   +   Ö23U24   +   «33Ö34   +   a3iati),

C77   =    1   +   ÏÛ44   —   Kalt,   +   Ö24   +   «34   +   Û44).

We next calculate the constant, linear, and quadratic parts of Re as and of each

expression to be added to it. There is one such expression for each X¡ in expression

(1). Special routines were written to carry out the arithmetic involved in the tedious

computation of the local behavior of a8 and the identities. The routines did addition,

subtraction, and multiplication of quantities of the form

C0 + Cd (linear form in the a,,-, i, j = 1, 4)

+ C2 (quadratic form in the aii5 /, j = 1, 4),

producing a result of the same form and neglecting the resulting higher order terms.

It remains to choose the X¡ so that Re{a8} has a negative definite second variation at

A = 0. We observe that we lose no generality if we choose X¿ real, since a complex

part of X¿ would influence only the complex part of a8. Note the first variation of

Re{a8} at A = 0 is 0 since all coefficients are real.

We set

A0  — matrix corresponding to quadratic form of Re as,

Ai   = matrix corresponding to quadratic form of CuId 1,

A2   = matrix corresponding to quadratic form of C^C^Id 1,

A3 = matrix corresponding to quadratic form of C„C15Id 1,

Ai  = matrix corresponding to quadratic form of CnC33Id 1,

Ah  = matrix corresponding to quadratic form of C17Id 1,

A c = matrix corresponding to quadratic form of C35Id 1,

A7   = matrix corresponding to quadratic form of C3uld 2,

A s = matrix corresponding to quadratic form of C„C,3Id 2,

Ag  = matrix corresponding to quadratic form of C33Id 2,

^4io = matrix corresponding to quadratic form of C15Id 2,

^„ = matrix corresponding to quadratic form of C^Id 3,

^12 = matrix corresponding to quadratic form of C^Id 3,

Ai3 = matrix corresponding to quadratic form of C„(Id l)2.

We form

13

A0 + 2^1 A'^>
i = l

for a choice of X,- and then use a standard eigenvalue code to find the maximum

eigenvalue of the above. We introduced various minimization schemes to minimize
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this maximum eigenvalue with respect to the parameters X,. We succeeded in finding

a set of X,- for which the largest eigenvalue was negative, thus guaranteeing the nega-

tive definiteness of the second variation of the formula for Re as and having therefore

the desired local behavior at the Koebe point. We found that the choice of parameters

X, =  -19.235992432

X4 = -4.555971146

X7 =  -12.254911423

X,0 =  -0.937500000

Xi3 = 1837.312500000

X2 =

X5 =

X8 =

-90.875000000

-27.875000000

-20.169921875

Xn =  -9.843718529

X3 = -1.187500000

X6 = 12.437500000

X9 = 0.000000000

X12 = -6.562591553

produced A0 + 2^1)-i Xi^¡ shown below. The maximum eigenvalue of this matrix is

less than -0.002.

-1933.339111

987.395752
-843.616699

-22.043350

609.912354

0.637105
-2.154895

-1.625007

-0.676123

0.0

0.0

987.395752
-624.305420

453.139893

3.696342
-354.901123

-8.416772

-1.880836

-0.030312

0.0

0.0

-843.616699

453.139893
-384.766602

-6.748270

273.225098
-2.630764

0.0
-2.660021

-1.157980

0.0

-22.043350

3.696342
-6.748270

-16.103760

4.645832

0.0
-5.532904

0.0
-2.660021

-1.157980

609.912354
-354.901123

273.225098

4.645832
-208.730331

-4.035986

-0.538724

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.637105
-8.416772

-2.630764

0.0
-4.035986

-3.138024

-0.338062

-1.274540

-0.538724

0.0

-2.154895

-1.880836

0.0
-5.532904

-0.538724

-0.338062

-2.468379

0.0
-1.274540

-0.538724

-1.625007

-0.030312

-2.660021

0.0

0.0
-1.274540

0.0
-0.812503

-0.338062

0.0

-0.676123

0.0
-1.157980

-2.660021

0.0
-0.538724

-1.274540

-0.338062

-0.955359

-0.338062

0.0

0.0

0.0
-1.157980

0.0

0.0
-0.538724

0.0
-0.338062

-0.142857

The final expression for as corresponding to the choice of parameters above is

as = 207.8369Cn - 675.0666CÍ,C,3 - 408.1586CnC33 + 557.0915CUC13

+ 13.9236Ci3iCi- - 0.4247CiiC35 + 600.2736C31Ci23 + 1.6313C2iC55

+ 698.7446CiiCi3-908.8291C2iC13C15 + 206.4049CnC33 + 3.04255CUC57

+ 11.5142CiiCI3C35 + 10.0914CiiC\33 + 367.9934C„C25

- 546.4514C„C33Ci5 - 8.4712C„Ci3C17 + 2.1481C21C37 + 5.5229C33C35

+ 0.0731Ci3C55 + 3.8481Ci23C33 + 12.8204C17Ci5 - 0.3125C23C15

- 5.8043C15C35 - 9.2917C17C33 + 1.4321Ci3C37 + 0.2857C77.
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All coefficients have been truncated at four decimal places.

Preliminary numerical testing of the expression with the ^,_i,aa_i, bound by

unitary constraints, indicates the inequality

Re a8 á 8

holds for all parameter choices. Rigorous confirmation of this, of course, would

establish the conjecture for the 8th coefficient.
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